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[1] We use aerosol size distributions measured in the size range from 0.01 to
10+ mm during Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Pacific (TRACE-P) and
Aerosol Characterization Experiment–Asia (ACE-Asia), results of chemical analysis,
measured/modeled humidity growth, and stratification by air mass types to explore
correlations between aerosol optical parameters and aerosol number concentration. Size
distributions allow us to integrate aerosol number over any size range expected to be
effective cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and to provide definition of a proxy for CCN
(CCNproxy). Because of the internally mixed nature of most accumulation mode aerosol
and the relationship between their measured volatility and solubility, this CCNproxy can be
linked to the optical properties of these size distributions at ambient conditions. This
allows examination of the relationship between CCNproxy and the aerosol spectral
radiances detected by satellites. Relative increases in coarse aerosol (e.g., dust) generally
add only a few particles to effective CCN but significantly increase the scattering detected
by satellite and drive the Angstrom exponent (aaa) toward zero. This has prompted the
use of a so-called aerosol index (AI) on the basis of the product of the aerosol optical
depth and the nondimensional aaa, both of which can be inferred from satellite observations.
This approach biases the AI to be closer to scattering values generated by particles in
the accumulation mode that dominate particle number and is therefore dominated by sizes
commonly effective as CCN. Our measurements demonstrate that AI does not
generally relate well to a measured proxy for CCN unless the data are suitably stratified.
Multiple layers, complex humidity profiles, dust with very low aaa mixed with pollution,
and size distribution differences in pollution and biomass emissions appear to
contribute most to method limitations. However, we demonstrate that these characteristic
differences result in predictable influences on AI. These results suggest that inference
of CCN from satellites will be challenging, but new satellite and model capabilities could
possibly be integrated to improve this retrieval.
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1. Introduction

[2] There is growing recognition of the importance of the
ability of atmospheric aerosol to modify cloud properties
(the aerosol indirect effects (AIE)) by acting as cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) and influencing the albedo,
lifetime, precipitation and extent of clouds [Albrecht,

1989; Heymsfield and McFarquhar, 2001; Hudson and
Yum, 2002; Ramanathan et al., 2001; Rosenfeld, 2000;
Twomey, 1991]. This has prompted substantial effort to detect
and evaluate the AIE using models, in situ measurements,
and satellite remote sensing [Kaufman et al., 2002]. There
have been a number of successful AIE observations using
satellites. Such measurements include the aerosol retrieval
products of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) [Harshvardhan et al., 2002; Nakajima et al.,
2001; Rudich et al., 2003; Schwartz et al., 2002; Sekiguchi
et al., 2003], Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor
(SeaWiFS), Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiome-
ter (MODIS) [Gassó and Hegg, 2003; Tanre et al., 1999],
Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances
(POLDER) [Bréon et al., 2002; Deuze et al., 2000, 2001;
Mukai et al., 2003; Quaas et al., 2004; Rosenfeld, 2000;
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Rosenfeld and Feingold, 2003; Sekiguchi et al., 2003] and
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite
[Rosenfeld, 2000].
[3] Satellite AIE observations can be divided into two

groups. The first exploits the relationship between cloud
droplet effective radius (re) and cloud top temperature to
explore how aerosols affect precipitation [Rosenfeld, 2000;
Rosenfeld et al., 2002; Rudich et al., 2003]. The second
group explores the re–aerosol index (AI) relationship to
study cloud droplet size and aerosol concentration [Bréon et
al., 2002; Deuze et al., 2000, 2001; Harshvardhan et al.,
2002; Kaufman et al., 2002; Nakajima et al., 2001, 2003;
Quaas et al., 2004; Sekiguchi et al., 2003; Tanre et al., 1999].
Satellite observations show that re generally decreases in
regions with high concentrations of pollution aerosol [Bréon
et al., 2002; Nakajima et al., 2001; Quaas et al., 2004;
Rosenfeld, 2000; Schwartz et al., 2002; Sekiguchi et al.,
2003], biomass burning [Feingold et al., 2001], or dust
[Rosenfeld et al., 2001]. In contrast, the white Kuwait oil
fires [Rudich et al., 2003] or sea spray particles [Rosenfeld et
al., 2002] can be associated with an increase in re.
[4] The aerosol index (AI) was defined [Deuze et al.,

2001] as the product of the satellite retrieved aerosol optical
depth (AOD) and the Angstrom exponent a, AI = AOD � a.
The spectral dependence of AOD is approximated by

AOD Lð Þ ¼ AOD L0ð Þ L=L0ð Þ�aa; ð1Þ

where L is wavelength. In the present study, satellite
derived AOD(L0) is defined at a center wavelength L0 =
500 nm and an effective Angstrom exponent a is calculated
using standard linear least squares fitting of AOD(L) at five
wavelengths in the range from 368 nm to 1050 nm (see
section 2.2 below). Values of A are typically 1.5–2 for
accumulation mode aerosol and approach zero for coarse
dust, reflecting the wavelength dependence of the extinction
coefficient in this wavelength region. As a result, AI is more
sensitive than AOD to accumulation mode aerosol con-
centration, which is typically responsible for most CCN. In
a later development it was suggested [Nakajima et al.,
2001] that satellite derived AI is positively correlated with
column aerosol number concentration (column CN).
Furthermore a negative correlation between re and column
CN was shown. Sekiguchi et al. [2003] explored this
approach to reveal the effects of column CN on re, cloud
optical and geometrical thickness, cloud fraction and cloud
top temperature. At the same time recent analysis of the
correlation between re and AI on the basis of climate model
simulations [Lohmann and Lesins, 2002, 2003] reveal that
this correlation is not unique and differs for continental and
oceanic clouds.
[5] Observations of aerosol direct effects have been

successfully pursued through a variety of satellite closure
experiments [Durkee et al., 2000; Remer et al., 2002; Ru et
al., 2000; Wang et al., 2003]. However, satellite studies of
the AIE, especially the group exploiting the AI to column
CN link, have little support from direct in situ measure-
ments. This task is challenging because satellite observa-
tions are column effective measurements based on aerosol
optical properties and are not directly dependent upon
aerosol number concentration. The challenge with using
satellite retrievals to study AIE is that in most cases CCN

are too small to contribute much to observed radiances.
Numerical model calculations have shown that the strong
dependence of AOD and a on the aerosol size distribution
parameters makes the column CN retrieval very difficult
[Feingold, 2003; Mishchenko et al., 2004]. Also there is an
inherent error in the satellite aerosol retrieval methods that
derives from the use of lognormal approximations with
limited variability of size distribution parameters such as
values of modal diameters, width and composition.
[6] Our aerosol size distributions measured over the size

range from 0.01 to 10+ mm allow us to integrate aerosol
number over any size range that is expected to be effective
as CCN and provide a definition of CCNproxy. Using the
results of chemical analysis [Ma et al., 2004], measured/
modeled humidity growth [Howell et al., 2006] and strat-
ification by air mass types we can calculate the optical
properties of these size distributions at ambient conditions.
[7] The goal of this paper is to explore the relationship

between AI and our defined CCNproxy using aerosol data
obtained during the Transport and Chemical Evolution over
the Pacific (TRACE-P) and Aerosol Characterization Ex-
periment–Asia (ACE-Asia) experiments. We then compare
this in situ data to the approaches used for satellite (Sea-
WiFS) retrievals of column CN for the same region [Higur-
ashi and Nakajima, 2002]. We emphasize that this paper is
not intended to demonstrate ‘‘closure’’ between measured or
inferred CCN and CCNproxy. It is rather an examination of
measured aerosol properties that appear to have the greatest
impact on the potential for satellites to derive CCN. In
particular, we will demonstrate the effects of relative hu-
midity (RH), mixed composition (dust, pollution, sea salt,
biomass burning) and aerosol size distribution parameters
on the relationship between AI and CCNproxy. Addressing
these issues, though necessary, may not be sufficient for
effective determination of CCN by satellite.

2. Data Sources

[8] In this paper we will use the data obtained during the
TRACE-P and ACE-Asia experiments from three platforms:
SeaWiFS satellite, the C-130 (ACE-Asia) and P-3B
(TRACE-P) aircraft (Table 1). The following abbreviations
and symbols are used in this and subsequent sections: AOD
for satellite retrieved total column aerosol optical depth, Sep

for extinction coefficient calculated from in situ or model
size distributions, Ssp for scattering coefficient measured by
nephelometer, Dp for ‘‘dry’’ particle diameter, Dact for
activation diameter, RH for relative humidity. The column
aerosol number concentration (column CN, in cm�2) is
calculated using the satellite retrieved aerosol size distribu-
tion parameters and is based upon assumed vertical column
homogeneity. A proxy for in situ CCN concentration
(CCNproxy, in cm�3) is defined as the integral of measured
or modeled aerosol size distributions over a specified size
range commonly activated in boundary layer clouds (Dp >
Dact). Abbreviations N80nm and N100nm are used here for
CCNproxy with Dp > 80 nm and Dp > 100 nm. An effective
Angstrom exponent aaaaa is calculated using retrieved or
modeled bimodal size distribution parameters and Mie
theory as a linear least squares fit of the aerosol extinction
at wavelengths of 368, 500, 675, 862, and 1050 nm, chosen
because they are widely used by Sun photometers (see
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section 2.2). The nephelometer Angstrom exponent Aneph is
calculated as

Aneph ¼ �
ln Ssp l1ð Þ

�
Ssp l2ð Þ

� �

ln l1

�
l2

� � ; ð2Þ

where l1 = 450 nm and l2 = 700 nm. Extinction or
scattering coefficients are reported in Mm�1 (inverse
megameters). The satellite derived column aerosol index
(AIsat) is defined as AIsat = AOD �aaaaa. The in situ or model
size distribution–based AI (AIdist) is calculated as AIdist =
Sep� aaaaa; and the nephelometer based AI (AIscat) is defined as
AIscat = Ssp� aaaaaneph, where AOD, Sep and Ssp are taken at a
center wavelength L0 = 500 nm.

2.1. TRACE-P and ACE-Asia Experiments

[9] The NSF ACE-Asia (ACE) and the NASA TRACE-P
(TRACE) experiments took place over the western Pacific
in March–April 2001 [Huebert et al., 2003; Jacob et al.,
2003]. Nearly duplicate aerosol instrumentation compared
favorably between the NASA P3-B (TRACE) and the
NSF/NCAR C-130 (ACE) [Moore et al., 2004]. This
provided in situ data on aerosol optics and size distribu-
tions [Clarke et al., 2004] that allow us to link optical
properties to aerosol number. The combined size-resolved
microphysics, optics and chemistry allow us to evaluate
the derivation of column CN from SeaWiFS satellite
observations [Nakajima et al., 2001] (hereinafter referred
to as N2001) using the Higurashi and Nakajima [1999]
retrieval algorithm (hereinafter referred to as HN99).
TRACE (intensive period 4 March to 4 April 2001) and
ACE (31 March to 4 May 2001) provided an opportunity
to investigate Asian outflow within the area 10�–45�N and
110�–155�E. Nearly 200 vertical profiles with altitude
range of at least 3000 m were conducted (see Figure 1).
[10] A detailed description of the P3-B and C-130 aerosol

instrumentation can be found in work by Clarke et al.

[2004] and Moore et al. [2004]. Analysis of measured size
distributions are discussed at length elsewhere [Clarke et
al., 2004] and the optical response to composition, humidity
growth and refractive index are based on work by Howell et
al. [2006]. In this paper we will be using aerosol size
distributions and aerosol scattering properties.
2.1.1. Aerosol Size Distributions
[11] The fine aerosols (0.007 < Dp < 0.25 mm) were

measured with a custom-made Radial Differential Mobility
Analyzer (RDMA). Larger particles (0.1 < Dp < 10.0 mm)
were sampled with a modified Laser Optical Particle
Counter (OPC, PMS, Boulder, Colorado). Both the DMA
and OPC were operated inside the aircraft near ambient
pressure, but at cabin temperatures. The size distributions
were measured after mixing with desiccated air to achieve
‘‘dry’’ conditions with sample RH in the range of 10–40%
(we will be using notation RH = 30% in the text). The

Table 1. Measured/Derived Quantities Included in This Study

Parameter SeaWiFS ACE/TRACE

Aerosol optical depth (AOD)
or equivalent

AOD at l = 500 nm, satellite retrieved Extinction coefficient Sep (500) calculated using
in situ or model size distributions; scattering
coefficient Ssp measured by nephelometer and
adjusted to 500 nm

Aerosol size distribution Retrieved bimodal lognormal distribution with
C2/C1 ratio of peak values of coarse (C2) and
accumulation (C1) volume modes; volume
median diameters D1, D2, and geometric
standard deviations S1, S2 (assumed)

Directly measured ‘‘dry’’ size distributions and in
situ distributions calculated using RH growth
with assumed composition

Angstrom exponent Effective Angstrom exponent aaa, calculated using
linear least squares fitting of the aerosol
extinction at five regular Sun photometer
wavelengths; aerosol extinction calculated
using retrieved size distribution parameters

Effective Angstrom exponent aaa, calculated using
linear least squares fitting of Sep (l) at five
regular Sun photometer wavelengths;
Aneph, calculated using measured Ssp at
450 and 700 nm

Aerosol index (AI) Satellite-derived column AI: AIsat = AOD �aaa In situ or model size distribution-based
AI: AIdist = Sep � aaa; nephelometer
AI: AImeas = Ssp � aaaneph

Proxy for in situ CCN (CCNproxy) Column number concentration (column CN),
calculated using retrieved size distribution
parameters and assuming vertical column
homogeneity

Integral of measured size distribution over a size
range commonly activated in boundary layer
clouds (Dp > Dact); N80nm and N100nm are
used for Dp > 80 nm and Dp > 100 nm

Figure 1. ACE and TRACE flight tracks for vertical
profile segments with an altitude range >3000 m.
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change in particle size as RH varies from 10 to 40% is small
compared to our other size distribution measurement uncer-
tainties. Drying reduces the impact of water uptake by the
aerosol on the measured size so that the distributions reflect
the aerosol components and not the water component
[Howell et al., 2006]. During horizontal legs the DMA
and OPC operated with a thermal preconditioning unit that
cycled the aerosol through 150�C and 350�C to drive off the
volatile and semivolatile aerosol constituents, allowing
inference of size-resolved aerosol chemistry [Clarke,
1991; Howell et al., 2006].
2.1.2. Aerosol Scattering Properties
[12] The aerosol light scattering coefficients Ssp were

measured with TSI 3563 integrating nephelometers for
L = 450, 550, and 700 nm; corrected for truncation errors
inherent in the instrument as per Anderson et al. [1996] and
adjusted to the center wavelength L0 = 500 nm using aaaaaneph.
The nephelometer RH was typically below 45% and
therefore the reported scattering coefficients are considered
‘‘dry.’’ Aerosol optical properties are reported at ambient
pressure and temperature.

2.2. Satellite Retrieval of Aerosol Optical and
Microphysical Parameters

[13] A detailed description of the aerosol retrieval algo-
rithm is given for AVHRR by HN99 and for SeaWiFS by
Higurashi and Nakajima [2002]. Only a brief outline of the
retrieval procedure is presented here. In the algorithm
representative aerosol size distributions are assumed to be
bimodal lognormal distributions,

dV

d logDp

¼
X2
n¼1

Cn exp � 1

2

logDp � logDn

logSn

� �2
" #

; ð3Þ

where V is the volume, D1, D2 and S1, S2 are the
accumulation and coarse mode volume median diameters
and geometric standard deviations respectively. Higurashi
and Nakajima [1999] assumed D1 = 0.34 mm and D2 =
6.88 mm and geometric standard deviations S1 = 1.96 and
S2 = 2.37 as the averages of size distributions reported by
various authors between 1971–1991. Later [Higurashi and
Nakajima, 2002; Nakajima et al., 2001] the HN99
distribution was tuned with S1 = 1.30 and S2 = 2.75 to
reduce a disagreement between theoretical and observed
radiances. Two undetermined parameters in equation (3),
peak values of the volume lognormal distributions C1 and
C2, and the peak ratio C2/C1 can be determined from two-
channel satellite radiances.
[14] Mie calculations for the coarse and accumulation

modes are used to generate two lookup tables for nearly
nonabsorbing and absorbing aerosols and to relate spectral
radiances measured by SeaWiFS at 670 and 865 nm to the
C2/C1 ratio and AOD at 500 nm. Hence the four-channel
SeaWiFS aerosol retrieval algorithm is divided into two
parts. First, the calculated radiances are compared with
observed values at 670 and 865 nm and optimal values of
AOD(500) and C2/C1 are searched. Second, a comparison
between calculated and measured radiances at 412 and
443 nm is used to choose between the nonabsorbing and
absorbing models. In this fashion, each set of four channel
SeaWiFS radiances corresponds to a combination of AOD,
C2/C1 and refractive index m.

[15] It should be noted that the peak ratio C2/C1, which
represents the contribution of large particles, can be uniquely
transformed to aaaaa. Although AOD, C2/C1 and m are the
variables in the algorithm, the finally retrieved values are for
AOD, wavelength mean aaaaa and m. In practice, wavelength-
averaged a is obtained by a linear fit of the spectral aerosol
extinction at regular Sun photometer wavelengths, 368, 500,
675, 862, and 1050 nm, calculated using assumed bimodal
size distribution parameters. We will use the same definition
for wavelength-averaged aaaaa in this paper except where
otherwise mentioned. The column aerosol number concen-
tration (column CN) is calculated using equation (3), under
the assumption of a constant aerosol concentration from 0 to
3 km.
[16] This paper will examine the applicability of the

following assumptionsmade byHN99 andN2001: (1) unique
relation between a and C2/C1 ratio; (2) bimodality and
lognormality of aerosol size distributions (accumulation
and coarse modes); and (3) constancy of modal diameter,
ss and m of each mode using our measured aerosol
parameters.
[17] We note that increases in coarse aerosol (e.g., dust)

generally do not add to CCN number [Clarke et al., 2004]
but significantly increase the scattering seen by satellite at
longer wavelengths and drive the Angstrom exponent
toward zero. This has prompted the use of the AIsat to
suppress the scattering contributed to AOD by coarse
particles by multiplying AOD by aaaaa. Hence, although
AOD can increase dramatically because of relatively few
coarse aerosol, the AIsat is less affected because of the factor
aaaaa, thereby making AIsat a better measure of aerosol number
than AOD.
[18] Figure 2 shows the model N2001 (tuned) size dis-

tribution based SeaWiFS retrievals of AOD (gray area of
Figure 2a) and AIsat = AOD ��aaaaa (gray area of Figure 2b)
versus column CN for the SeaWiFS swath collected on
25 April 2001 at 254 GMT for the area 15�–50�N and
130�–160�E. Colors highlight the AOD and AIsat values
obtained from satellite data for all locations and time
periods from Figure 1 (ACE, blue and TRACE, red). This
apparent linearity of AIsat versus column CN forms the basis
for using satellite radiances to estimate column CN. Exam-
ining the validity of this apparent linearity is the subject of
this paper.

2.3. Calculations of in Situ Aerosol Size Distributions
and Optical Parameters and CCN Proxy Definitions

[19] In order to simplify the calculation of in situ aerosol
total scattering, extinction and Angstrom exponents from
the size distributions we use a simplified version of ACE
pollution (AAPO) mixture and algorithm described by
Howell et al. [2006]. First the aerosol size distributions
are divided into accumulation and coarse modes by finding
the minima in volume distributions between 0.4 and 1 mm.
The accumulation mode is then split into volatile and
refractory fractions by using the accumulation mode volume
lost after heating to 300�C or 350�C. The coarse mode is
assigned a typical sea salt fraction during ACE (0.1 of
coarse mode below 2 km and 0 above 2 km) and the
remainder is assumed to be dust. The accumulation mode
is assumed to be a typical internal mixture of the refractory
and volatile components [Clarke et al., 2004]. Hygroscopic
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growth of each mode was calculated on the basis of the
following assumptions: no RH growth for dust; sea salt
growth follows Tang et al. [1997]; the volatile fraction of
accumulation mode grows according to Clarke et al. [2002]
with no growth for the refractory fraction of the accumula-
tion mode. The accumulation mode refractive index was
calculated as a mixture of the refractory fraction, primarily a
mixture of soot and dust, and the volatile fraction, compris-
ing organics, sulfates and water.
[20] We assume that the accumulation mode refractory

fraction commonly has 50% soot and 50% dust-like
aerosol (e.g., fly ash, dust tail, high-temperature organic
carbon, etc) for calculation of optical properties. When
dry, the volatile fraction is 25% organic carbon, and the
remainder is assumed to be sulfate salts. Any additional
volume at ambient RH is water. These simplifications

allow us to infer the refractive index of each mode and,
assuming particle sphericity, we can convert the measured
OPC diameters to geometric diameter with equivalent Mie
scattering and calculate the geometric diameters and
optical parameters (scattering, extinction and aaaaa) at 30%
RH and ambient RH. The last step allows us to calculate
an aerosol index for our measured in situ data, AIdist.
Although this is a simplification of the aerosol chemistry
and its variability during ACE, it captures the basic
features.
[21] Next we will define a proxy for in situ CCN

concentrations (CCNproxy, in cm�3) based upon integrating
our measured dry size distributions over a size range
commonly activated in boundary layer clouds. Precise
calculations of the smallest dry particle diameter that
activates in clouds (activation diameter Dact) require the
use of complex relationships of applied supersaturation,
particle size and chemistry and go well beyond the scope
of this paper. We are not claiming our CCNproxy is equiv-
alent to in situ CCN of the same size. This would require
‘‘closure’’ studies that are not possible with the data
available. Here we argue that our CCNproxy has the approx-
imate sizes and properties consistent with CCN that allow
us to examine dependencies that impact the retrieval of
CCN by satellite.
[22] To define a representative range of Dact we will use

the values of the effective maximum cloud supersaturation
(S) inferred from ground-based measurements of aerosol
size distributions. This approach is based upon the frequently
observed separation of the aerosol submicron size distribu-
tion into interstitial and cloud droplet residue modes
(Hoppel minima) to estimate Dact and S [Cantrell et al.,
1999; Hoppel et al., 1996; Vong and Covert, 1998]. The dry
diameter at the minima reflects the lower-limit diameter for
particles activated in cloud. These references indicate that
this typically occurs in the range from 80 to 100 nm with
inferred values of maximum supersaturation ranging from
0.1% to 0.3%. Some more direct measurements/inferences
of the effective cloud supersaturation from direct CCN and
cloud droplet measurements [Hudson and Yum, 2002; Yum
and Hudson, 2005] typically showed similar range of the
effective S values.
[23] The aerosol chemical composition is very important

for defining particle cloud nucleating ability. We will use
either 80 nm or 100 nm as Dact depending upon the
instruments or data used. The 80 nm Dact implies that
CCNproxy is defined as aerosols that activate to become
cloud droplets at 0.24% supersaturation for pure ammonium
bisulfate [Vong and Covert, 1998], at �0.25%–0.27% for
complicated pollution mixture (MIXPO mixture, 70% of
inorganic salts and 30% organic compounds) or at
�0.28%–0.32% for more complicated biomass burning
composition mixture (MIXBIO, 30% of inorganic salts
and 70% organic compounds) [Rissler et al., 2004;
Svenningsson et al., 2005]. The 100 nm Dact value suggests
0.17% supersaturation for pure ammonium bisulfate,
0.18%–0.2% for MIXPO and �0.2%–0.23% for MIXBIO
mixture. Hence the CCNproxy is dominated by particles in
the accumulation mode. Because we have more OPC
measurements with a lower limit of 100 nm we often use
OPC-only size distributions to calculate CCNproxy as an
integral of dry (30% RH) size distributions in the size range

Figure 2. SeaWiFS retrieved (a) AOD and (b) AIsat =
AOD � aaaaa (gray) from swath collected on 25 April 2001 at
254 GMT for the area 15�–50�N and 130�–160�E versus
retrieved column CN (all for the Nakajima et al. [2001]
model). Colors highlight the AOD and AIsat values obtained
from satellite data for all locations and time periods from
Figure 1 (ACE, blue; TRACE, red).
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0.1 to 10 mm (N100nm). However, it is important to
recognize that significant CCN may exist at smaller sizes.
Hence we also discuss the less frequent combined
DMA+OPC size distributions to characterize cases with
an 80 nm Dact.
[24] One obvious approach to evaluate the AI method for

column CN retrieval would be to integrate our in situ
vertically resolved size distributions under suitable satellite
images and then compare measured and retrieved column
averaged CCNproxy values. For a given regional aerosol type
a constant ratio of AI to column CCNproxy would imply
satellite retrieval could be implemented. However, because
the ACE and TRACE missions did not have this kind of
closure experiment as an objective we have very few
suitable opportunities for doing this. Even if a few coinci-
dent and complete cloud-free profiles were available near a
satellite overpass, such comparisons would provide inade-
quate statistics. Instead we chose to explore the ratio AIdist/
CCNproxy calculated for all measured (not column average)
ACE and TRACE size distributions. For an idealized case
of a vertically homogenous aerosol, this ratio would be the
same as the ratio of column averaged measured AIdist and
CCNproxy. Without the vertical homogeneity assumption the
variations of our AIm/CCNproxy ratio represent the ‘‘range of
possible observable values’’ of column average AIdist/
CCNproxy. Ideally, a near constant ratio (slope of AIdist
versus CCNproxy) would indicate a necessary (though per-
haps not sufficient) condition for satellite retrieval of
column CN. Clear trends or dependencies in the measured
data that lead to variations in this ratio point to issues that
must be resolved for satellite retrieval of CCN to be
effective.
[25] For the analysis of our in situ size distribution data

we use measured size distributions rather than lognormal
fits as is often assumed for satellite retrieval. Hence we
determine the in situ coarse (1 mm < Dp < 10 mm) mode to
accumulation (Dp < 1 mm) mode volume ratio V2/V1
instead of the peak ratio, C2/C1, of the bimodal lognormal
volume distribution estimated by HN99 and N2001. Figure 3
reveals that our volume ratio V2/V1 is linearly related to the
peak ratio C2/C1 for the bimodal distributions of N2001
until coarse volumes (V2) exceed accumulation mode
volumes (V1) by a factor of 20 or so (e.g., very high dust
cases). The use of this formulation allows for the direct
comparison of the retrieved SeaWiFS AIsat/column CN data
with the AIdist/CCNproxy calculated from measured size
distributions (the use of AIdist/CCNproxy ratio eliminates
altitude from column average values as it appears in the
numerator and denominator). Hence studying the sensitiv-
ities of our AIdist/CCNproxy data provides a direct assess-
ment of the corresponding sensitivities of the ratio AIsat/
column CN.

3. Aerosol Index and CCN Proxy

[26] Our full size distributions (particle diameters 10–
10000 nm) require that the DMA and OPC provide coinci-
dent size distributions that can be combined. The DMA
distributions are far fewer than the OPC distributions that
have a lower limit of 100 nm. Hence we first consider a
CCNproxy defined at dry sizes larger than 100 nm (N100 nm,
OPC data) in order to maximize the data points considered.

Later we will also discuss the combined distributions and
their relation to a CCNproxy with an 80 nm lower limit
(N80nm). As an initial indication of the applicability of AI
as a measure of CCN we plot AImeas obtained only from the
nephelometer. This is defined as the product of the dry
nephelometer scattering at 500 nm and the Angstrom
exponent determined at 450 and 700 nm, AImeas = Ssp �
aaaaaneph. This is plotted against the OPC measured CCNproxy

for sizes above 100 nm (N100nm) in Figure 4a for both
ACE (blue) and TRACE (red) data. We note that these are
for size distributions measured over 90 s only. The vari-
ability would be somewhat reduced by averaging over
temporal scales of, say, 5 min (or about 25 km). However,
for the analysis that follows we chose to maintain the high-
resolution data in order to preserve variability in atmospher-
ic aerosol fields. Even so, both data sets exhibit many cases
that appear linear suggesting that AImeas may be a useful
indicator of CCNproxy.
[27] Clearly the ACE data (Figure 4b) has far more scatter

than the TRACE data (Figure 4c). Much of this will be
shown to be due to the much higher dust concentrations
common to ACE [Clarke et al., 2004] and is similar to
enhanced variability of AIsat versus column CN relationship
at large C2/C1 values on Figure 2 (ACE data points). We
also note that the N100nm values above about 1500 cm�3

are in a range where the susceptibility of clouds to changes
in CCN number is low. Hence the increased scatter evident
at these higher concentrations has less influence on assess-
ing any related impact on AIE. Consequently, the ability to
resolve dependencies of CCN on AI at the lower range of
concentrations is most important.
[28] Of course ambient atmospheric aerosol is not dry.

Hence we have applied aerosol growth to these dry aerosol,
as discussed above, on the basis of their being an internally
mixed aerosol with a soluble component closely related to
our measured aerosol volatility [Howell et al., 2006]. These
have been grown to sizes corresponding to ambient RH for
each distribution and the resulting refractive index calculated.
The same data shown in Figure 4a are plotted in Figure 4b

Figure 3. Comparison of volume ratio V2/V1 and peak
ratio C2/C1 for bimodal size distributions based on N2001.
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for ACE and Figure 4c for TRACE where both are color
coded with ambient RH for the same N100nm.
[29] Both data sets show that the relation between AImeas

and N100 nm is humidity dependent and that assumptions
of a mean humidity will not provide a robust relation when
integrated over the column unless RH is constant. How-
ever, the systematic increase of AImeas with RH for a
similar N100 nm values in both ACE and TRACE data

suggests that an improved relation could be developed
using an RH parameterization. The TRACE data also
reveals that, under dry conditions, the tighter linear relation
between ambient AImeas and N100 nm appears promising.
This is less evident in the ACE data largely because of the
higher dust component during ACE and its strong effect on
the Angstrom exponent in AImeas. These influences on
AImeas indicate that similar impacts on satellite derived
AIsat can be expected.

4. Validity of Retrieval Assumptions

4.1. Calculated A Versus V2/V1

[30] As dust becomes a larger contributor to the aerosol
size distribution it will drive the Angstrom exponent to
lower values. This is evident for our in situ distributions
when the calculated aaaaa is plotted against the volume ratio
V2/V1 at ambient RH (Figure 5). Figure 5a shows this
dependency along with the behavior expected for the non-
absorbing (red line) and absorbing (black line) SeaWiFS
retrieval models [Higurashi and Nakajima, 2002] and the
average data from Wang et al. [2003] collected at Gosan,
South Korea during ACE (black diamonds). The latter is
consistent with our measured data and includes the negative
aaaaa values that are present in ground-based in situ data for the
ACE region [Kim et al., 2004; Markowicz et al., 2003]. The
negative aaaaa values are not evident in the work by N2001 and
are not common in satellite data or in direct column
integration because column aerosol generally include
enough altitudes that are influenced largely by accumulation
mode aerosol to keep the column average aaaaa positive. In
some cases, low aaaaa values for dust may also be removed
because of aggressive cloud filtering algorithms [Redemann
et al., 2003].
[31] The low V2/V1 ratios reflect a dominant pollution

aerosol with high Angstrom coefficient. The majority of
lower aaaaa values were observed during heavy dust cases
with typically low RH. The variability in the relationship at
higher V2/V1 ratios is revealed by considering the data in
Figure 5b. Here the data are color coded by altitude. The
deviation from the N2001 relationship is obvious for high-
altitude cases above 4 km. This can be explained by
comparing the underlying optically effective size distribu-
tions to those employed by N2001. Figure 5c shows two
dust events for ACE flight 13. All size distributions for
high dust concentrations with V2 > 50 mm3 cm�3 are
normalized at 0.65 mm with a volume ratio V2/V1 > 10 and
a low aaaaa < 0 for altitudes <1 km (blue) and >4.5 km (red). The
green line represents the M1 model size distribution for log
(V2/V1) = 1.5. The M1 distribution captures the general
shape of the in situ distributions. Overall, however, the
measured ACE accumulation mode is wider than that of
N2001. High-altitude dust for ACE flight 13 had a smaller
coarse mode diameter D2 compared to low-altitude dust.
[32] In order to examine the effect of size distributions

(with different D1, D2 and S1, S2) on aaaaa we calculated aaaaa for
different bimodal distributions with parameters described in
Table 2. The blue line in Figure 5b shows aaaaa versus V2/V1
for the M1 model using D1 and D2 similar to N2001 but
with different S1 and S2. The yellow line shows a similar
relationship for the M2 with a smaller D2. Both lines
describe aaaaa versus V2/V1 dependency at large values of

Figure 4. (a) ACE (blue dots) and TRACE (red dots) data
for nephelometer AImeas (Ssp(500 nm) � aaaaaneph. at 450 and
700 nm for nephelometer at 30% RH) versus N100nm
(OPC at 30% RH). (b and c) Same as in Figure 4a but for
AImeas obtained only for OPC distributions at ambient RH
for (b) ACE and (c) TRACE. Slope of AImeas versus
N100nm depends strongly on ambient RH.
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V2/V1 (a prevailing coarse mode) reasonably well but with
a faster decrease in a with increasing V2/V1 for model M2.
Hence the deviations from N2001 are driven by smaller in
situ values of D2 for high-altitude dust than that parame-
terized by N2001.

4.2. Bimodality and Lognormality of
Aerosol Size Distributions

[33] It is important to recognize that the number distribu-
tion for CCN can include smaller sizes that tend to be high
in number but have less influence on scattering [Gassó and

Hegg, 2003]. Such CCN may contribute little to satellite
derived radiance. Consequently, if satellite radiance is to be
used to estimate CCNproxy then these smaller sizes must
scale with those sizes that contribute to ambient light
scattering and satellite derived radiance. Measured aerosol
size distributions in the majority of ACE and TRACE cases
were bimodal and lognormal with the exception of strong
pollution cases with enhanced smallest nuclei mode.
Figure 6a shows combined OPC and DMA number distri-
butions, dN/dlog Dp, when Ssp at 550 nm > 20 Mm�1.
These include median and mean values for all ACE data
(blue lines) and those cases with elevated concentrations of
ultrafine condensation nuclei (3 to 10 nm) greater than
4000 particles cm�3 (red lines). High concentrations of
nuclei and Aitken mode aerosols were typically measured
downwind of urban industrial sources in Asia after 12–
48 hours of transport. These secondary aerosols only
contributed a small percentage of new numbers to the
accumulation mode aerosol above 80 nm for all cases
including elevated nuclei mode cases. The latter were
estimated to be significant in only about 15% of total
measurements during ACE [McNaughton et al., 2004].
[34] The particles larger than 80 nm or 100 nm are both

part of the accumulation mode. This relationship is also
consistent with the evidence that the accumulation mode
number is established by emission of combustion derived
black carbon aerosol upon which other volatile and soluble
species condense [Clarke et al., 2004]. This proportional-
ity is evident in Figure 6b where the number concentra-
tions larger than 100 nm (N100nm) are plotted against
those larger than 80 nm (N80nm). These concentrations
differ by less than 15%. Unusually higher N80nm con-
centrations (larger than 4000) are associated with unusu-
ally high pollution episodes. This confirms that generally
the CCN in the 80–100 nm sizes (not sensed directly by
satellites) track with the larger sizes that dominate the
radiances.

4.3. Constancy of Modal D1, D2, S1, S2, and m

[35] The HN99 and N2001 models and other satellite
retrievals assume that aerosol size distributions, composi-
tion and ambient RH (or RH growth of particles) are
constant throughout the column, which is not a good
assumption for the regional-scale retrievals needed for
AIE assessments. We already mentioned that the accumu-
lation mode mean diameter and index of refraction are
strong functions of RH. Coarse mode diameter [Kim et
al., 2004] and standard deviations of coarse (Figure 5c) and

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of A versus V2/V1 for ACE
OPC ambient RH size distributions (dots) and SeaWiFS
retrievals (lines) color coded by RH: black diamonds, ACE
data from Gosan 18-day average size distributions [Wang et
al., 2003]; lines, global mean from Nakajima et al. [2001]
(red, nonabsorbing and black, absorbing models). (b) Same
as in Figure 5a but color coded by altitude: lines, A versus
V2/V1 calculated for M1 (blue) and M2 (yellow) models
(see section 5). (c) ACE flight 13 size distributions dV/dlog
Dp normalized at 0.65 mm below 1 km (blue lines) and
above 4.5 km (red lines); green line, model M1 distribution
for log (V2/V1) = 1.5.
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accumulation modes [Rissler et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2002]
can also vary on regional scales.

5. Discussion

[36] The ratios AIdist/CCNproxy and AIsat/column CN both
attempt to relate aerosol optics to CCN number. The first
reflects the in situ ambient size distribution while the latter
reflects the column effective size distribution. Near constant
ratios imply conditions when CCNproxy can be derived from
satellite observations. Therefore by examining the factors
that influence the in situ ratio we can identify the factors
that influence the satellite ratio. Figure 7 shows the in situ
AIdist/N100nm ratio plotted against log (V2/V1) for the
more frequent OPC data. The log format is used to capture
the full dynamic range of the data. Figure 7 demonstrates
that the major uncertainties in using the N2001 approach
to obtain CCNproxy are linked to the issues of aerosol
growth in response to varying humidity (red points) and
to larger dust events that lead to very low Angstrom expo-
nents (V2/V1� 1). This suggests that the HN99 and N2001
assumption of fixed mode diameters scaled only by C1 and
C2 cannot adequately capture the in situ aerosol variability
(a function of RH) and their associated optical properties.
[37] In order to examine the sensitivity of the relation of

AI and CCNproxy to size distribution parameters, particle
composition and related particle properties (e.g., size
growth with RH and aerosol activation diameter) we calcu-
late AIdist/CCNproxy as a function of V2/V1 using the
different bimodal distribution models shown in Table 1.
The HN99 and N2001 models were described earlier (see
section 2.2) with a constant D and S and without any RH
growth. For these models we use Dact = 100 nm. To describe
ACE pollution aerosol we use the M1 model. The M1
model parameters are similar to HN99 but with a smaller S1
of the accumulation mode. The composition and RH growth
of this mode (ACE pollution composition (AAPO)) is
described by Howell et al. [2006]. For this model we also
use Dact = 100 nm. The M2 model parameters are similar to
M1 but with smaller D2 of the coarse mode. This model
describes ACE high-altitude dust mode diameter changes in
Figure 5c. The composition, RH growth and Dact of this
model are the same as for M1. The TRACE biomass
burning aerosol is described by the M3 model. The M3
model parameters are similar to M1 but with a larger D1 for
the accumulation mode. The choice of composition and RH
growth of this mode MIXBIO is based upon measurements
for biomass emissions described by Svenningsson et al.
[2005]. For this model we also use Dact = 100 nm.

[38] Results from the calculations of AIdist/N100nm ver-
sus V2/V1 ratio are shown in Figure 8. The black line
corresponds to the HN99 model. The green line corresponds
to the N2001 model. All blue lines are for model results at
‘‘dry’’ conditions with RH = 0.3. Red and yellow lines
correspond to results at RH = 0.9 and represent the

Table 2. Bimodal Lognormal Distribution Parametersa

Model D1, mm D2, mm S1 S2 Composition Dact, mm RH

HN99 0.34 6.88 1.96 2.37 HN99 0.1 No RH growth
N2001 0.34 6.88 1.30 2.75 N2001 0.1 No RH growth
M1 0.34 6.88 1.60 2.37 AAPO 0.1 0.3, 0.9
M2 0.34 4.88 1.60 2.37 AAPO 0.1 0.3, 0.9
M3 0.50 6.88 1.60 2.37 AAPO 0.1 0.3, 0.9
M3 0.50 6.88 1.60 2.37 MIXBIO 0.1 0.9

aD1 and D2 are volume median diameters of modes 1 and 2, respectively; S1 and S2 are geometric standard deviations of modes 1 and 2, respectively;
Dact is activation diameter; RH is relative humidity; AAPO is the ACE-Asia pollution composition model [Howell et al., 2006]; and MIXBIO is biomass
burning composition [Svenningsson et al., 2005].

Figure 6. (a) ACE mean and median number size
distributions for all distributions (blue) and for group with
ultrafine condensation nuclei (UCN) greater than 4000
(red). (b) Comparison of N80nm with N100nm; red dots
represent group with UCN > 4000.
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maximum range in RH expected in noncloudy air. The
frequency of ambient RH values observed during ACE are
evident in the cases shown in Figure 7 but column average
values will vary significantly less. Arrows (see Figure 8)
show increases in AIdist/N100nm ratio with RH (RH growth,
blue) and in response to differences inmodal diameters of size
distributions (D1 and D2 increase, black) as well as differ-
ences in particle composition (composition, black).
[39] The largest changes in the AIdist/N100nm ratio are

due to the large RH growth indicated for the accumulation
mode particle diameters (blue arrows). The AIdist/N100nm
ratio for AAPO changes from near 0.09 at RH = 0.3 (blue
dashed and dotted lines for the M1 and M2 models) to
�0.24 (red solid and dotted lines for M1 and M2) at RH =
0.9. For AAPO composition and the M3 model the ratio
changes from 0.19 at RH = 0.3 (blue dash-dotted line) to
�0.43 (red dash-dotted line) at RH = 0.9. For MIXBIO
composition and M3 model the ratio changes from 0.19 at
RH = 0.3 (blue dash-dotted line) to �0.38 (yellow solid
line). Changes in AIdist/N100nm due to increase of D1 or/
and D2 are also large (black arrows). The relative impact of
composition on Dact (magenta lines and symbols) on the
AIdist/N100nm ratio is smaller than the illustrated changes
in RH growth or aerosol modal diameter.
[40] The variations in RH, size distribution parameters,

composition and Dact are related to variation in AIdist/
CCNproxy (AIdist to CCNproxy slope) and provide some
measure of the error associated with the retrieval of
CCNproxy from AI. Clearly these changes could result in
very different values for the ratio of AIsat to the column CN
and help explain the variability in Figure 7. However, these
properties will be expressed differently over the column
seen by the satellite. This is particularly true for RH that

may vary over the range of 0.3 to 0.9 somewhere in the
column. However, often most of the extinction will be
associated with smaller variations around a mean RH with
only relatively narrow regions in the vertical that may have
values near 0.9 (e.g., near the inversion). Consequently, the
wide range in AIdist/N100nm measured for in situ cases in
Figure 7 will generally be much reduced in the column
weighted AIsat/column CN obtained by satellite. Similar
reductions may also apply to size and compositional effects
for satellite data due to multiple layers with different
characteristics but unless these variations can be distin-
guished in some way resulting uncertainties in retrieved
CCN could be considerable.
[41] Figure 8 also demonstrates that model aerosol size

distribution parameters in the HN99 model capture only
‘‘dry’’ aerosol AIdist/N100nm versus V2/V1 variability
(black solid curve), whereas the N2001 model (green curve)
better reflects variability under high humidity. Figure 9a
also illustrates this variability in terms of aerosol types
measured during ACE. We have identified the data shown
in Figure 7 associated with cases of high humidity (RH >
75%, red), moderate to high light absorption as a pollution
indicator (>1 Mm�1, blue), and high dust in the absence of
pollution (black) against a background of all other measured
values (open circles). The blue line represents the model M1
(coarse mode diameter D2 = 6.88 mm), and the black line
represents the model M2 (D2 = 4.88 mm). This becomes
more clear if we plot the linear ratio of V2/V1 (Figure 9b)
where 0 < V2/V1 < 20 (i.e., coarse aerosol does not exceed
20 times the volume of the accumulation mode aerosol). In
spite of the natural variability associated with these 90 s
measurements, a fairly robust dependency of the ratio is
evident for the pollution and dust mix when RH is below

Figure 7. AIdist/N100nm versus log V2/V1 for all ACE
size distributions color coded by ambient RH. Colored lines
represent AIdist/N100nm averaged over RH bins of RH <
0.5, 0.5 < RH < 0.7, and RH > 0.7. Vertical lines represent
standard deviation of data within each log (V2/V1) = 0.5
volume ratio interval.

Figure 8. AIdist/N100nm versus V2/V1 ratio calculated
for bimodal lognormal distributions (see Table 1). Black
line is from Higurashi and Nakajima [1999]. All blue lines
are for RH = 0.3. Green line is from Nakajima et al. [2001].
Red and yellow lines correspond to RH = 0.9. Arrows show
AIdist/N100nm variability with RH (RH growth is shown in
blue), modal diameters of size distribution (D1 and D2
increases are shown in black), and particle composition
(also shown in black).
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75% (compare to model M1 and M2, blue and black curves).
These observations indicate that if suitable techniques are
used to stratify satellite data into similar types and/or
conditions then progress could be made in linking satellite
radiances to CCN.
[42] The above plots have focused upon ACE data be-

cause it included pollution, dust and variable RH environ-
ments. However, the TRACE data set has more data south of
25N that included significant biomass combustion sources
[Carmichael et al., 2003; Ma et al., 2003; Tang et al., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2003]. Hence it is valuable to compare these
cases to the ACE data for any similarities and differences.
This is done in Figures 10a and 10b where we plot the AIdist
to N100nm ratio as a function of RH for both data sets. In
Figure 10a the ACE data are color coded by aaaaa and fits are
shown for data present in each of the 4 ranges indicated for
aaaaa. Here more pollution with high a is colored more red and

dust more blue. These ratios are nearly horizontal for RH
below about 60% and suggest an improved ability to retrieve
CCNproxy from the satellite data if it were stratified addi-
tionally into values of aaaaa.
[43] A histogram of the values for RH corresponding to

the data shown is included as gray bars in the background of

Figure 9. Measured AIdist/N100nm for different aerosol
types: cases of high humidity (RH > 75%, red), moderate to
high light absorption as a pollution indicator (>1 Mm�1,
blue), and high dust in the absence of pollution (black)
against a background of all other measured values (open
circles). Blue line represents model M1 (coarse mode
diameter D2 = 6.88 mm), and black line represents model
M2 (D2 = 4.88 mm).

Figure 10. AIdist/N100nm ratio as a function of RH
(a) color coded by aaaaa for ACE and (b) color coded by biomass
burning indicators for TRACE. (c) TRACE mean size
distributions normalized by AI for biomass (solid red line)
and typical pollution plumes (blue line). Biomass burning
size distributions often combine both biomass (dashed red
line) and pollution modes (dotted red line). A histogram of
the values for RH corresponding to the data shown is
included as gray bars in the background of Figure 10a.
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Figure 10a. The most frequent RH near 70% is commonly
expected over this altitude range [Peixoto and Oort, 1996].
Marked deviations from a horizontal line grow as RH
increases above about 60% and these data points represent
about one third of our ACE data for the altitudes below
2 km, the altitude range that generally dominates column
optical depth during ACE [Clarke et al., 2004; Redemann et
al., 2003]. The dramatic increase in the slope of AIdist/
N100nm reflects the strong nonlinearity in the hygroscopic
growth factor for total particle scattering f(RH). At 90% RH
the same number of particles can generate 3 times the
scattering than at 50% RH. While such high RH values
seldom reflect column average humidity below 2 km they
frequently exist over more limited altitude regions and can
have a disproportionate contribution to column radiances
detected by satellite. However, if independent data on RH
(e.g., meteorological models, radiosondes, AIRS satellite
etc.) and on vertical aerosol structure (e.g., spaceborne lidar)
were available then even cases of higher RH could be
parameterized in terms of the satellite derived AI and
Angstrom exponent. Eliminating consideration of cases
with very low aaaaa (very high dust) would also improve the
relationship.
[44] The TRACE data is shown in Figure 10b and here

the color coding has been changed to reveal cases of
biomass burning influence on the basis of Ma et al.
[2003]. Here we use CH3Cl/CCl4 ratio and potassium (K)
values as biomass burning indicators. The red and blue lines
express the same ranges of a shown in Figure 10a and are
included for reference. Because less dust (low aaaaa) was
observed during TRACE, these lines embrace most of the
data. Interestingly, for a broad range of RH values the
biomass burning cases (color highlighted) have a signifi-
cantly higher AIdist to N100nm ratio than the more typical
mixed pollution data (black circles). This difference means
that a given measured AIdist corresponds to fewer N100nm
in biomass plumes than it does in typical pollution plumes.
[45] The reason for this is evident in the size distributions

shown in Figure 10c for biomass burning plumes (solid red
line) with CH3Cl/CCl4 > 6.2, aaaaa > 1.4 and Ssp at 550 nm >
20 Mm�1 and the more typical pollution plumes (blue line)
with CH3Cl/CCl4 < 6.2. These data are plotted as the
average number distributions per unit associated AIdist. In
other words, the larger the area under the curve then the
greater number of particles for a given AIdist value. This
confirms that the biomass plumes have far fewer particles
for the observed AI than the mixed pollution aerosol. Hence
satellite retrievals of CCNproxy from AI will have to be
stratified for relationships consistent with the plume type
expected to be present. The biomass burning aerosol size
distributions peak at larger diameters and are generally
narrower distributions than those measured in polluted air
masses [Eck et al., 2003; Ogunjobi et al., 2004; Zhou et al.,
2002]. This appears to be linked to the nature of the
combustion process and differences in the production of
the primary sizes of black carbon in both sources [Clarke et
al., 2004].

6. Conclusions

[46] We have examined aerosol data from two extensive
aircraft campaigns in 2001 (ACE and TRACE) over the

western Pacific in order to explore the potential for using
satellite radiances to describe an aerosol index (AI) able to
remotely characterize the aerosol column number concen-
tration and related CCN. We have done this by looking at
the relationship between the measured in situ AI and the
associated particle number larger than sizes typically effec-
tive as CCN (e.g., 100 nm). Here we used AI defined as
the product of ambient light extinction at l = 500 nm and
the Angstrom exponent, although other formulations are
possible. We identified the key issues and limitations of
approaches similar to those suggested by N2001 but also
provide guidance on how data stratification, integration of
ancillary data and the separate application to certain aerosol
types might improve satellite retrieval of CCNproxy.
[47] The N2001 approach employs a bimodal size distri-

bution at two fixed diameters that are fit to observed
spectral radiance by allowing the volume mode amplitudes
to vary. We demonstrate that this can capture many features
of the aerosol optics but can often lead to incorrect estimates
of the associated column particle number. It appears best
suited to pollution aerosol with moderate amounts of coarse
dust. However, the fixed mode diameters do not allow it to
properly capture the pollution mode aerosol under higher
relative RH (above about 75%) or aerosol dominated by
high dust concentrations. The two geometric standard
deviations used by HN99 (1.96) and N2001 (1.3) (see
Table 2) provide an indication of the sensitivity of the
model to this parameter. The measurement-based value of
1.6 used here provides a better fit to the data (Figure 8).
There also appears to be a systematic difference in aerosol
size distributions for Asian pollution and biomass burning
plumes that lead to different relationships between AI and
CCNproxy (Figure 9). This suggests some a priori informa-
tion on aerosol type may need to be included in the retrieval
(e.g., CTM model input or region-specific retrievals).
[48] The limitations in retrieving CCN revealed by this

analysis for the SeaWiFS satellite clearly represent a chal-
lenge. However, our analysis does suggest that suitable
stratification of the aerosol types based on ancillary infor-
mation could improve satellite retrievals of CCNproxy. This
information should include the relation between aerosol
layers and RH [Carrico et al., 2003; Howell et al., 2006],
greater spectral flexibility in assessing the Angstrom coeffi-
cient and utilization of variable mode diameters and standard
deviations for the size distributions used in the retrieval
algorithm. Improved satellite and model capabilities that
are now becoming available could provide integrated data
to facilitate this type of assessment [Mishchenko et al., 2004].
[49] New generation satellites can now provide concurrent

spectral radiances that can be inverted to get more realistic
size distributions [Chu et al., 2003]. These can be linked to
vertically resolved aerosol layers using spaceborne lidar,
remote sensing of relative humidity profiles, and detection of
trace gases characteristic of different emission sources.
These capabilities can be coupled to rapidly evolving chem-
ical transport models that can include the growing quantita-
tive understanding of in situ aerosol growth in response to
embedded RH fields. Integration of these products would
provide much improved constraints on retrievals that should
lead to better characterization of ambient CCN and their link
to remotely sensed cloud properties. Confirmation of this
capability would need to go beyond the scope of this
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investigation and include carefully focused closure studies
needed to establish the link between ambient CCN and the
CCNproxy employed here. However, we believe that this
assessment characterizes the nature and magnitude of the
issues to be overcome and supports continued pursuit of this
objective in order to employ satellites to evaluate CCN and
related AIE objectives.
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